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Hall Expands Role as Title Operations Coordinator for Hocking Valley Title 
 
Lancaster, Ohio –Sarah Hall, title agent/escrow officer, for Hocking Valley Title Agency, Inc (HTVA) has 
expanded her role as title operations coordinator. In this capacity, she handles closings as well as her existing 
financial and administrative duties she has managed since joining HTVA in 2017.  
 
With more than 10 years of title experience, Hall reviews title exams, prepares title commitments, closing 
documents and settlement statements and handles title clearing and processing. 
 
“We’re fortunate to have Sarah’s expertise on our team, and this promotion is a natural extension of the superior 
service and insight she brings to every real estate transaction,” said Bryan Everitt, partner at Dagger Law. “She is 
detail-oriented and focused on providing the best experience possible for our customers.” 
 
Prior to joining HVTA, Hall served as a title processing manager for a title agency in Canal Winchester, where she 
oversaw the title processing and clearing department, ensured compliance and overall efficiency, reviewed 
residential and commercial title reports, and handled title clearing, document recording and preparation. 
 
Hall, who resides in Lancaster, received her Bachelor of Arts and Sciences in psychology from The Ohio State 
University. 
 
HVTA was founded in 1976 and serves not only the central and southeastern portions of Ohio, but all of Ohio’s 88 
counties. They handle residential, refinance, commercial, agricultural, and industrial closing and title services. 
Closings are conducted in person as well as remotely. HVTA is an affiliate of Dagger Law, a firm built on more 
than 120 years of legal experience, including real estate. 
 
For more information about HVTA, please visit www.hvta.com. For more information about Dagger Law, please 
visit www.daggerlaw.com. 
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